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Whenever we look around, there are  so many
things to see - animals, trees, sky,
waterbodies, innumerable colors and much
more! It seems that someone has planned this
place named Earth and has beautifully
arranged diversity in one place to give  a treat
to our eyes. If we  go back to the history of life,
perhaps we will find that life started as a 
 single chemical molecule! With the passing
time, there were changes  - changes in the
environment, changes in the molecule itself 
 and more. This is what we named as
Evolution. If you just close your eyes and start
thinking, you will see that life started from the
ocean, moved to land and now is trying to
expand even beyond!. What I mean to say is
that - “Life is universal”. And like you I also
believe that this orchestration of diversity
under the heading “Life” certainly has a
disciplined mechanism of action.

So, if we want to understand about the
Science of Life, we need to know various
aspects of the mechanisms that it involves.
For example, knowledge about cells and their
structures or functions (cell biology) gives us
insight of the morphology of living organisms,
physical and chemical functions of tissues and
organs (physiology), chemistry of living
organisms (biochemistry), How various
organisms interact with their environments
(ecology), Distribution of living organisms
(biogeography), Growth and development of
plants and animals (developmental biology
and embryology) Mechanisms inside
organisms that protect them from disease and
infection (immunology) and more.

Just for our better understanding, we have
divided Science in to different branches such
as natural sciences (e.g physics, chemistry ,
biology), social sciences (e.g. economics,
sociology, psychology, etc.), formal sciences to

understand abstract concepts (e.g. maths,
computer science,logic,etc.) and applied
sciences like medicine and engineering.Thus,
it is a obvious fact that Science is not discrete
but interdisciplinary. 

With a vision to foster and a mission to
spread awareness of the importance of
interdisciplinary science, we initiated a first of
its kind interdisciplinary online monthly e-
magazine, GENOMEDEN in 2018. 

Science ( Latin ” Scientia”) means “Knowledge”.
GENOMEDEN focuses to organize
explanations towards this systematic
Knowledge about : 
a) Dental Genetics b) Saliva Diagnostics,
Research and Therapeutics, c) Healthcare
Research and Innovations, and d) Life Style
disorders.
We are a passionate and enthusiastic team
welcoming articles, essays , and creative
write-ups from students, interns, freshers,
faculties, professionals and practitioners.

GENOMEDEN has different sections of
information e.g.a) Expert's Speak b) Student's
Corner c) Faculty's Corner d) Genomeden Quiz
Contest e) Pen-A-Page Contest ( monthly
essay competition) f) Free Webinar
information e) Insights of an Industry-expert f)
Career Reviews and more! Check them to
satiet your scienctific hunger!

Let us join hands together and start this
journey to develop
right attitude (A), 
right skills (S), and 
gain right knowledge (K) 
and keep ASK-ing about Science and its
interdisciplinary nature!

Dr Gargi Roy Goswami

Editor's Note
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Registrations

Open

Registrations Open
https://www.salsi.in/registration/

Link to Register

4th
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Learn Saliva Collection, DNA
Extraction and Detection

You can Showcase your Blog
Writing Skills Globally

Find, Sequence and Know the
3D Structure of a Protein
Online (Dry Lab)

1.

3.

2.

Why Register
at SALSI 2022

Link to Register -

https://www.salsi.in/registration/ 

The Saliva Blog

Saliva And Covid 19
Hands-on Workshop

BLAST Your Saliva

4th International Saliva Summit of India
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‘Implant’ means to fix any artificial
object or tissue inside the human
body. Every foreign substance within
the human body has some effects on
living cells. Dental implants are widely
used these days in replacing missing
teeth. The dental implant materials
are tested for their mechanical
properties and compatibility with
tissues. These materials are proven to
influence cells in one or another way.
Titanium and its alloys are highly
biocompatible and are therefore
widely used dental implant
biomaterials. A process known as
‘Titanium Surfacing’ is performed to
establish a biological connection
between the non-living implant
surface and living bone tissue. Such a
connection is called Osseointegration.

A Genetic
Perspective to
Dental
Implant
Biomaterials

Dr. Rujuta Patil
BDS, MDS (Periodontology)
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The titanium–oxide isoforms are
critical for osseointegration. To
understand the genetic effects of
titanium surfacing on bone-forming
cells (osteoblasts), a meta-analysis
was performed by Diego Arcelli and
their team. The authors selected 173
genes involved in bone formation,
influenced by titanium surfacing. Out
of these 84 genes were upregulated
and 95 were downregulated. The
most notable genes were the ones
involved in osteoblast differentiation
and bone regeneration – eg – TIMP1,
PTN, and RUNX1. The authors found
out the direct genetic effect of
titanium surfacing on osteoblasts
along with activation of bone-related
genes.Such a genetic effect should be
considered while performing implant
surface treatment.

The use of a biomaterial that
genetically reduces bone-forming
cells around dental implants leads to
its failure. Ultimately, there is a
negative effect on the connection
between the implant and bone tissue.
This makes it significant to
understand the underlying genetic
mechanisms that play a very
important role in the success of a
dental implant. 
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Genetic effect of
Titanium surfacing

on Osteoblasts

Regulation of genes
responsible for

Osteoblast
differentiation and
bone remodelling

Critical in deciding
the success of a
dental implant
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Dr. Padma Gadiyar is an Australian
dentist with over 10 years in multi
practice ownership. She is experienced
clinically with special interests in
restorative, cosmetic, and laser
dentistry. She is passionate about
transforming smiles and making a
change to her patients' lives. She is a
strong advocate of preventative and
water fluoridation.

She is a regular contributor to the
Australasian dental magazine and runs
workshops with Henry Schein Halas.
She has also published on Yahoo
finance, Digital Journal, International
Business Journal.

An advocate for bringing
entrepreneurship & technology into
dentistry, driven by a desire for practice
owners to create a business supporting
both dentists and their patients using AI
and Remote Patient Monitoring. Dr.  
 Gadiyar has established a role as a
subject matter expert, speaking on
topics such as:

-> Rapid Practice Portfolio Management
--> Utilising Artificial Intelligence to
transform oral health care and patient
education
--> Practical advocacy for the rise of
women entrepreneurs in healthcare
--> Beyond vision-strategic planning
based on data & machine learning
imperatives

Eclectica - The Different News

-

Author of Buy, Build, Sell, Dr. Gadiyar
has been seen in Business Insider,
Yahoo Finance, Digital Journal, The
Times, International Business Times,
ABC, BITE magazine & more. She is a
proud immigrant, beauty queen,
international speaker, mum to 2
beautiful kids, and an ambassador
for women entrepreneurship and
empowerment.

Smilo.ai is an innovative AI powered
app and web based virtual care
platform that connects high risk
patients to dentists remotely at a
click of the button anytime anywhere
reimagining patient experience. Dr.
Gadiyar is the founder and CEO of
Smilo.ai

Dr Padma Gadiyar
Founder and CEO of Smilo.ai
Australia
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Artificial Intelligence in Dentistry



GENOMEDEN
Intercollege Online

Quiz Contest
 

To Participate, Visit GENOMEDEN, 

Avail FREE Subscription

https://forms.gle/9LtM9Gf7uyqiXPu76
Link to take up the Quiz

Winner Benefits
Winner certificate.
Winner and his/her College will
be featured in next issue of
Genomeden.

Indian Academy For Clinical And Dental Genetics Presents 

Participation Fees: "Free"
To know more,
email: genomedenmagazine@gmail.com
web: www.genomeden.com
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Register for Free!!

More Details Coming
Soon in October 2021

https://forms.gle/9LtM9Gf7uyqiXPu76


C A R E E R  T A L K S  -  A U G U S T
 

https://youtu.be/qs3UhfUJCyw 
Link to Watch
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BDS, Msc (Forensic Odontology)

FAQs of  Forensic  Odontology

Career Talks is a new show organized by Indian Academy for Clinical and Dental
Genetics. It focuses on highlighting various pathways to off-beat career tracks from
real-life examples. It is showcased on YouTube Channel "Edupreneur Hub with Dr
Gargi Roy Goswami". This month Career Talks was focused on understanding the
FAQs of Forensic Odontology as a career for dental students.

Dr. Pooja Chakraborty

Dr. Pooja Chakraborty is a Forensic
Odontologist by profession. She completed
her bachelors of dental surgery in 2018 with
outstanding marks. She secured highest
marks in Orthodontics and Conservative and
Endodontics and went on to top all her
exams.

On her quest to do something different, she
went on to pursue her masters in Forensic
Odontology thereafter. To her credit she has
International and national Paper and Poster
Presentations and also bagged few awards for
the same. 

She has contributed articles in both national and international journals and has co-
authored a chapter on ‘Recent advances in Forensic Odontology’. She is trained in
performing dental autopsies. She has keen interest for forensic archaeology and
forensic facial reconstructions. She is actively involved in the field of forensics and
has addressed various talks. She has been invited as speaker on various platforms.

https://youtu.be/qs3UhfUJCyw
https://youtu.be/qs3UhfUJCyw


Artificial Intelligence in
Understanding Body's

Building Blocks

 

Did you ever wonder that a machine
or a computer could think like a
human?
The advancement in science and
technology has brought this
imagination into reality. Artificial
intelligence (AI) is the ability of a
machine to think using intelligence
and perform tasks just like a human
brain. 

The use of artificial intelligence in
healthcare is expanding its horizon
towards determining thestructure of
human body proteins.As proteins
are building blocks of the human
body, understanding their structure
makes the way to discovering new
drugs to treat diseases. 
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Proteins are made up of chains of
amino acids that fold to form
different structures. The traditional
techniques to decode protein
structures include X-ray
Crystallography, Cryo-EM, and
others. These techniques take nearly
6 months in determining the
structure of a single protein. As this
is a time taking process, only 17% of
the total protein is structurally
determined. Surprisingly with the
advent of artificial intelligence, we
can determine the structure of a
protein in a couple of minutes. AI
also provides the structure of
proteins that cannot be determined
using traditional techniques. 

AI is used in determining the
distance between amino acid pairs
in a protein and further this
information is utilized to come up
with a 'consensus' model of what the
protein should look like. 

Understanding the structure of each
and every protein of the human
body using AI is a major
breakthrough in the field of science
and healthcare.
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Genomeden 
Monsoon Tales

Link to Watch -
https://youtu.be/N9zhcsMPWx8 
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Dr. Nilam wears many hats as a
cosmetic dental surgeon, wife,
mother, artist, philanthropist giving
the gift of time and talent, the South-
Mumbai based private practitioner
works her magic not only in crafting
smiles but everything she puts her
hand into, was recently felicitated by
Hon’ Governor of Maharashtra for
her work and contribution in Covid
times.

Impressively, she is also the President
of Programming at a Health Channel
called Wellness 24x7 and Treasurer
and President Elect of Rotary Club of
Addiction Prevention.  Along with
being a certified Oral Cancer
geneticist, she took intense training in
Tobacco Cessation therapies from
John Hopkins University, Gujrat
University, National drug dependence
center AIIMS, and ICMR. 

IACDG Alumni Highlight

Dr. Nilam Gada

Dr. Nilam Gada, the beautiful and
empathetic was a delight to converse
with and astonishingly sociable gave
us an emotional, insightful and an
engaging interview about her
innumerable humbling experiences.

YOUR DEFINING MOMENT AS A
COSMETIC DENTAL SURGEON
There is a correlation between being
creative and becoming a cosmetic
dentist. You have to think of it as an
alliance of art, science and medicine.
Perfection to details and accurate,
artistic fine motor skills is what
something always kept me on the
edge. Believing that “ great smile gives
great confidence”, I adore the patients
face when he or she looks in the
mirror, post smile makeover and
emergence of the profound
confidence.

JOURNEY AS A FRONTLINE COVID
WARRIOR – Head Incharge at Covid
Centre.
Life’s career path is seldom straight
forward. Being an explorer, it was
interesting to live the medical life of
duty rotation, rounds, ward room
alerts and everything between
admission and discharges. Careful
donning and doffing of PPE, sweaty
scrubs, looking like a penguin, hearing
less, shouting more, reduced visibility,
breathlessness under layers, the funny
noise the PPE makes while you walk

.
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along with juggling with safety of
family at home, it was a phase, I lived
it and did justice to it, just to hope it
never comes back.

WHAT INFLUENCED YOUR CHOICE TO
BECOME A TOBACCO DEADDICTION
SPECIALIST
I believe, if you can amalgamate your
profession and passion, it can
resonate as the most ideal purpose of
life. India being a global hub of not
only tobacco users but also oral
cancer, grappled with shortage of
awareness and access to cessation
solutions, inspired me to contribute a
lot towards the campaign initiated by
WHO in Dec 2020, COMMIT TO QUIT.
There is a pressing need to obviate
the catastrophe of tobacco which in
reality is much larger than this
pandemic. Addiction to nicotine is a
real thing, hence quitting tobacco is
challenging especially with the added
social and economic stresses that
have come as a result of the
pandemic. Worldwide, around 780
million people say that they want to
quit but only 30% have access to the
tools needed, I chose to seize the
opportunity and invest to help them
to refrain from one of the major risk
factor for many non – communicable
diseases.

VOLUNTEER SERVICES
Working with undeserved population,
to be able to make a difference in the
lives of those that feel forgotten and
unheard is what gets me to play role 

in lives of so many patients and
beneficiaries journey’s to good health,
she says with a smile.

I am a trained Transplant coordinator
under ZTCC, Mumbai that gave me
prospects to not only give someone
life but also to have a huge impact on
the families of patients with organ
failure, which by far has been the most
satisfying segment of my work. Have
also had the opportunity to work with
special kids with physical and mental
challenges. However, the pandemic
gave me the chance to organize, free
teleconsultation services for Covid and
non-Covid patients through
collaborative efforts apart from
conducting mass awareness talks on
Vaccination and Mucormycosis. As a
lifelong learner, I could achieve this
with clarity of purpose along with
acumen, vision and competence.

Sadly, despite of India being the largest
democracy, the health reality on
ground is that we highly lack
awareness, preventive resources and
fund support. With merely 1% of GDP
spent on health, there is a dire need to
reach closer to global average of 6%
with long term shift on preventive
arenas. Cuba has one of the most
effective primary health care systems
in the world whose centerpiece is
mass community health care. Making
health care Atmanirbhar, should go
beyond tackling exigencies. Can’t
always turn the ship, in the midst of
the storm, remarked Dr. Nilam in her
interview.
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IACDG
Courses

Periodontal Genetics

Enquire:  events iacdg@gmail . com

Saliva Technologies

Oral Cancer Genetics

2 Months Online Certificate Course

2 Months Online Certificate Course

2 Months Online Certificate Course
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Avail Free Subscription

http://genomeden.com/
For any advertising queries, 

suggestions and your vital contributions
Reach us at :

genomedenmagazine@gmail.com
 

Indian Academy for Clinical and Dental Genetics
Chennai, Tamil Nadu,India
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